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The  Frowyk-Haute Marriage: A Comment
Kenneth G. Madison writes:-

Anne F. Sutton and Livia Visser-Fuchs, in their article on the chronicle from Sir

Thomas Frowyk's household, The  Ricardian,  volume 10,  1994  (pp. 86-103) note

a  number of connections  that  the Frowyk family had  both  with important London
families and with members of the Lancastrian and Yorkist royal households and

governments. In passing, the authors mention the marriage of Isabel, the daughter

of Sir Thomas Frowyk, to Sir Thomas Haute of Bishopsbourne, Kent.  They
account for this marriage by commenting ‘perhaps a judicious marriage to balance
the Frowyks’ “Yorkist  books” with the new regime’ (p. 94). This observation is
an odd explanation for the Frowyk-Haute wedding. The union gives the

impression of looking to the future rather than the past. While their cousins, the
Charltons, could be  found  on both sides of the military events of Richard  III’s
reign, the Frowyks had remained on the sidelines — as did  many members of the
peerage and the gentry. As  a  result, the Frowyks were basically safe  under the

new rule of Henry VII.  Sir Thomas Frowyk had served the Yorkists in very minor

ways so that his peacetime service was unlikely to cause him any trouble with the

Tudors.  When  he died on 28 September 1485,  a  little over  a month  after Bosworth

Field, Joan, his widow, and their three children, Henry,  Thomas,  and Isabel, had

to face  ‘the  new regime.’
Isabel Frowyk’s marriage to Sir  Thomas  Haute brought the Frowyk family

back into the royal household and government, only this time  these  institutions

were in the  hands  of the Tudors. In a sense this marriage was typical of the

Frowyks’ extended family’s marital practices since the late 1440s (p. 93). The

union with  a  Haute placed the Frowyks  within  a huge and very complex extended

family whose most important element was the Woodvilles.2 Because the  date  of the
Frowyk-Haute marriage is  unknown, although believed to have been after

September 1485 (p. 94), the relevance of the discussions leading to the two
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Woodville-Tudor marriages to  this  wedding can only be surmised.  About  the
beginning of November 1485, Jasper Tudor, Earl of Pembroke, the recently created
Duke of Bedford and an uncle of Henry VII,  married Katherine Woodville, the
relict of Henry Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, whom  Richard III had executed

after the failed 1483 rising. This rebellion had involved several Woodville
kinsman, many former members of Edward  IV’s  household, and the Duke of
Buckingham. Haute’s father, Sir William  Haute  (d. 1492), had acted as an
important leader in the Kentish component of the revolt. Two years before
Katherine and Jasper mam'ed, Henry Tudor had signalled his planned relationship

with the Woodvilles. On  Christmas  Day 1483, in Rennes cathedral, he publicly
announced his intentions to wed Elizabeth of York, the daughter of Edward IV and
Elizabeth Woodville. Two years later, actually 10 December 1485, the Commons
and Lords of Henry’s first parliament requested  that  the  king marry Elizabeth.
Their wedding quickly followed, occurring on 18 January 1486.3 These  two
Woodville-Tudor marriages indicated to everyone in England that it was safe to
wed within the extended Woodville family. The Frowyks did so.

What  of the details of the planning of the 1483 rising and of the negotiations

for  a  marriage of Elizabeth of York and Henry Tudor undertaken by Margaret
Beaufort, countess of Richmond, in the summer and  autumn  of 1483 were known

to the Frowyks is not knowable today.“ One may speculate  that  the Frowyks had
heard rumours in the latter half of  1483.  A Charlton cousin, Agnes, was the wife

of Sir  Thomas  Bourchier, who took an active role in the rising of 1483 and
fought  for Henry Tudor at Bosworth (p. 94). On the other hand, Sir Richard
Charlton, Agnes’ brother, supported Richard III and died in his service at
Bosworth (p.  94).  Having relations involved with the major political strife of
Richard’s reign as well as living in London and Middlesex, which kept  them
close to the action, the Frowyks were in a position to keep current on the day’s
issues. And, it was no secret as to  whom  Henry Tudor had living with him in
Brittany during Richard’s reign. A significant portion of the  exiles, beside being
ex-officials  of Edward IV, were members of the extended Woodville family.’
Whether the Frowyks viewed the  Hautes  as a family of royal officials or one
connected to the Woodvilles and through  them  to the royal family or  a
combination of  these  possibilities makes little difference. Any one of  these
would create an excellent reason for  Isabel’s  marriage to Sir  Thomas  Haute from
the Frowyk perspective. For the Hautes, this match linked  them  to  a  leading
merchant family of medieval London.6

Whatever the Frowyks and the Hautes thought this match would bring
apparently did not occur. Under the first Tudor, the Hautes drifted away from the
royal establishment. As  a  result, they did not assist Sir Henry and Sir  Thomas
Frowyk, Isabel’s brothers, in their careers. The former sought out a life as a
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country squire, while  the  latter entered upon a judicial career  and  ended  up as

Chief Justice.of  the  Common Pleas  in  1502.
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(September 1994), pp. 86-103, are  placed  inside  parentheses  within the  paper's text.

A  basic understanding of  this extended family may be  derived from  the following two  anicles and  their
genealogical tables: Agnes  Ethel  Conway,  ‘The  Maidslone  Sector  of Buckinghnm's  Rebellion. Oct.  18,

I483,’ Arclmealogia  Camiana,  vol.  37 (1925), pp. 97-120, and  P.W.  Fleming,  ‘The  Haules  and their

“Circle”:  Culture  and the English Gentry,’ England  in the  Fifteenth Century,  ed., Daniel Williams,

Woodbridge 1987, pp.  85-102.  Both  provide some  information on the public  careers  of  a number  of the

family's  members  during Henry Vll’s  reign.

The  summary of the  Woodville-Tudor  marriages is  drawn  from  5.3.  Chrimes, Henry V". Berkeley and

Los Angeles  I972,  pp. 54 and 65-66, and Ralph A.  Griffiths  and Roger S. Thomas, The  Making of the

Tudor  Dynasly,  New York  1985, pp.  9l-l09.

Michael  K.  Jones  and Malcolm G.  Underwood,  The  K  ing’x  Marker: Lady Margaret Beaufort, Canines:

of Richmond  and  Derby,  Cambridge 1992, pp. 62-65, for  a  recent  discussion  of Margaret's leading role  in

the plots and risings of  1483.

For the  exiles, see  Griffiths  and Thomas, pp.  100-01  and  105-09.  See Charles  Ross. Richard  III, Berkeley

and Los Angeles 198], pp. 103-13, for  a  characterization of the  1483  risings as a reaction of  Edward  IV’s

former  officials against the new  king.

A hislory of the Frowyk  family from the twelfth to the  early sixteenth  century may be  found  in Walter

Goodwin  Davis,  The  Ancestry of Mary Isaac,  c.  1549-1613,  Portland,  Maine  1955, pp.  197-259.  It may

be worth recalling that two of the  entries  in the  ‘Frowyk  Chronicle' refer  to the marriage of Henry VI]

and Elizabeth of  York  (p. 99) and her crowning as  queen  (p.  100).  But, the reason for including these  two

events among those that  make  up this collection of  London concerns is only to be guessed at.  Perhaps the
Frowyk-Haute  marriage has something to do  with these entries.
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